
Women Corporate Directors to Host 2023 Global Institute in New York City

NEW YORK - June 5th, 2023 - This week, Women Corporate Directors (WCD) will host its
annual Global Institute on June 8 & 9 at Cipriani South Street, gathering more than 200
corporate board directors, executives, and leaders from around the globe.

The Global Institute, a two-day conference that covers a comprehensive discussion on timely
corporate governance issues, convenes board directors, CEOs, chairpersons, and leaders
worldwide. This year's theme, Inspiring Visionary Boards During Transformative Times, will
feature discussion panels on economic challenges, insight into leading through transformative
times, the power of AI, engaging a diverse workforce and more.

Headlining this year's keynote sessions are Michelle Caruso-Cabrera, CEO of MCC
Productions, LLC and contributor to CNBC; Edie Weiner, CEO and President of The Future
Hunters, and Yelena Meleyev, Senior Economist at KPMG US; among a roster of speakers from
companies such as Blackstone, the U.S. Spaceforce, Google and Lockheed Martin. Leading
this year’s keynote address at the Visionary Awards is Elizabeth King, President of ICE ESG &
Chief Regulatory Officer of Intercontinental Exchange.

"Women Corporate Directors’ Global Institute brings together board and c-suite executives
during these transformative times," said Jennifer Reynolds, CEO of Women Corporate
Directors. "Gathering leaders from around the world provides the space for a candid and
insightful discussion on the issues, challenges and opportunities facing boards around the
globe."

Also, during the two-day conference, WCD will host the 12th annual Visionary Awards, which is
an evening that honors companies or individuals who exhibit an exceptional corporate
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion in the c-suite and boardroom. This year's
honorees represent the most geographically diverse group of recipients in the organization's
20-year history.

“KPMG is pleased to be the presenting sponsor of the 2023 Global Institute and Visionary
Awards. The Women Corporate Directors Foundation plays a vital role as an advocate for
gender diversity on corporate boards and as a provider of governance education. We look
forward to sharing the insights of KPMG professionals on topics such as AI and disruptive
technology, succession planning in the finance function, and an update on the state of the
economy,” said Karen Mitchell Curran, Managing Partner, Ft. Lauderdale, KPMG and Lead
Director, WCD Foundation.

For more information on WCD's Global Institute & Visionary Awards, please click here.

###

https://www.wcdglobalinstitute.org/


A unique global network, the Women Corporate Directors Foundation (WCD), has served as the
place where the most powerful and influential women in the world have convened for over 20
years. We work to increase women’s representation and influence in corporate boardrooms
worldwide and inspire diverse and visionary boards.
 

WCD represents the preeminent women leaders in business today. With 70 chapters around the
world, WCD members serve on 8,500 boards worldwide. Our members include CEOs, board
chairs, lead directors, C-Suite executives, board members, and heads of global divisions in the
major indices, such as S&P 500, FTSE 250, DAX, Nikkei, and beyond.


